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A INTRODUCTION

ss

z

The plight.of blacks in the labor force has been described as that

of people who, "remain disproportionately concentrated in the lowest
"SL

paying, least unionized and most competitive jobs in the:American

. t -

economy," (Briggs, 1975: ,-386). For exampte, according to 1970 census

reports, 53 percent of the white work 'force held white colar,positions

compir10 to 27 percent of the black work force. Onthe other hand,

lower level manual jobs with limited opportunities for upward mobility

were commonly held by blacks. High unemployment rates (9.9 percent in

1971), and-a median family income of between 60 and 70 percpt ofthat

.

for. whites also contribute to a bleak economic picture for blacks. Given
)

these current inTalities in occupational placement and income, it tS

not surprising that blacks perceive access to higher level Occupations

more pes'simisticall'y than their white pee'rs (Cosby 8Falk, 1973; f

.
.4-

,. , - .
. .,. .

., . 1

: presenr.ltatus attainment'models have nit been able to successfUlly ".

.

. )Cosby:8 Picou, 1972; Sollie.& Lightsey, 1975; .

Inequalities in the opportunity.and attainment of blacks compared ,

to whites have been well documented (Jencks, et. al.: 1972): 'Yet, o.ur /

t . . .
'explain these inugialities. In other words, the explained variance in

: .

.
black attainment'using these-models remains very low; -much lower than

.47'..

, .

*x.

that for whites (Kerckhoff & Campbell, 1977; Portes.1 Wilson, 1976'
,

..

4" Porter,1970.0neexlanatton' for this failure s the emphasis'Om
- .. ...." , .

,

. . .
individual chataCteeistiCs (socializatibp. attitudes, perceptions, etc.)

. . . . .

i to explain the transition from origin to attainment. While such
. ,

.
.i . .

Variables may bp.relevant to.those for ,whom the occupattonal structure

. remains fairly open (whiteqr these variables may not be able to. account

<
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for the attainment of' those facing a more closed, orilimited occupa-

tional structure (blicks).. Onthe other hand, few attainment models.have.
.

incorporated.variableg let-explicitly measure structural limitations'or

constraints, such as class'barriers or-differential Opporliunjty.
1

-structures, which may further explain the attainment of ebrtain groups.
. 1

(((erckhoif, 1976; Horan, 1978). The issue here is-that Present status

attainment.models.based on male white populations are ineffective when
.

. .

applied to lack populationsbbecause they ignore important structural
6

factOrs which may be critical to the understanding of hlack.attainment.

In this papers we will examine specific factors that a, group of
r

black' students perceive as blockages to.their occtipationaf7attainment.

.

The range of blockage items includes individual factors similafito
. ,

. . .

.

those used fn previous models, as,well as. fActorswhich reflect struc-
e. .

. ;
. tural limitations to attainment. By specifying faCtors"Whi0 blacks

.. ..-

themselves perceive as affecting their attainment, we may'identify
. ,

. additional variables that will increase the explanatory power of our
.

A

status attainment models for-blacks. Specifically, we alreconcerned
J. -". < .

%
.

with three questions: ,...'''

1. What items do black youth perceive as inhibiting their
. . , ,

occupational -attainment:P .
..

-..
: 44, .

2. Should goal blockage items be treated as. 4 unjoimensional
, .

- scale, or by.blOckage types?
-

3. If such blockage typei are identified, are thereAlationships

between sex, occupatidnal,aspirition5,,and each of these types?

Tii-BLOCKAGE ITEMS ,

?
Muth of the itatusipttainment research'dealjng with tie concept of ,

"goaf olO6tage" tomes frowa'data ,set .of predominantlysUraT; Southern--,

J.
4
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high school students (USDA-CSRS Regional Project S-81). Information

pplockage,perception in these studies was collected by. asking

respondents to rate ten i ems as to how much effect each item had in

blocking the attainment o their occupational "aspirations. :These,

ten items incltde:

1. Igt enough money to go to technical school .64 college:s

2. The schools I have gone to.

3. 'Lack of parents'' interest.

4, My race.

S. Don't want to move,

6. Good sobs are getting too scarce in the U.S. .

7 Lack of goo job opportuRittes in or near my community.

8. N6techillical school br college nearby.

1 9. Don't know enough about the opportunities that exist.

10. Not smart enough,

While the role of these perceived goal Niockage factors in youths:.

So

. projections Of occupational attainment is not fully understood it this

time, it has been suggested that such factors may be important to the

process of occupationil choice within certain groups. Cosby and Falk.

(1973) used goal blockage irone of three social psychological variables

which mediate the influence of background factors on anticipatory goal.

deflection (the difference.4gtween one's aspirations and expectations)

While bqe model's explanatory power increased for each time period they'
/

examirA0 (i966, 1968, and 1672),'the overall explained 'variance for
IT

anticip4ory goal deflection remained quite low.

In nother path analytic model, Nowell, Frese, and Sollie 0977)

used go4blockago as an ihtervening variable between aspirationsi and
. , .-

"N.

I .1
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expectations. They found that while soc)oeconomic status'afid respondent's
, t . 1

knowledge of occupa ional rewards and requirements significantly influenced .:
.'.. .

. .

,

( goal blockage:goa blockage in turn,Aid not appreciably lower *OR-

tional'expectati Thus, *their hypotheitbo ricreasing realism of ..
I %

t a10614, wa.vot sdpported: .

. ,

.

-

: . ,.

TREATMENT -OF BLOCKAGE ITEMSUNIDIMENSIONAL VERSUS BLOCKAGE TYPES
. .-

.

I

..

The Path-4042yses cited above.have treated goalblockage asa
. ,

single variable measured by a unidimensjonal, Scale. NO attempViwas,

'made to differentiate types or sPeCi9s'areas of bl kage perceptions

Within this. 'scalp:, nor was attention given to relationsh psbetween

suctypes and other variables in the models.

J 1
. $ .

.

I

bsing,a different treatment of the'bilockige:items, Wollie and
$ ,

Ii§htsey (1975) examined perceptions of'goatiblociageindividually,- %
. . ,

And'as blockage types for.race, sex, and reSidence$groups. Their.
. .

categorieS of blockage,types'Anclude: ',
( .

t
. '

v *.

of

. -.

, 1. , Personal (thbse pertaining 'to .respondent's self perceptions --

D

<ID ,,

items 4, 5, 9-and 10 above),
.,

.

2. EnablIng (those representing motivaing,or enabling factors
I

related to occuponallmobilitY--items,l, 2, and 3 above), x-,

.. , 0 I
0.

3. Structural (items .6, 7, and 8 above, pertaining to 'features-, .:

\ ... , .

'. in the tocial struCture). . ,i

. I
i

vt Overall; they found structural items were perceived more.strongly than
-,.. .

, ,

. .

...

other types of blbckage items by all their groups. Of the variab1ei
. .

they examined, they concluded that rape had tie most:influenceon

blockage perception, with blacks perceiving ore,tactoge on the
4

...

"persona T" items than Whites.

s,.

;

. .
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Other treatments Of gfalb14..kageeperceptions using :the* ten

.

. i
.

. ,
deal with them, as seiparate entities, or use a variety of groupin/s :

f i
-

. '
t delineate, facets or eytes.of goal blockkge (Cosby& Picou; 1972; .

. .., . . . . .

cou & Azunia; 100; falk,3975; Hall, & Coleman4:1978),. Those groupings
' 1

e...based on each-resea4herls conceptions of goal block iypes.'aild..
. . .

re not subs.t.antiated bye empirical evi.dence.
,.

SPECIFICATION OF RELATI NSW'S

. In this,r:esearch e wi I1 examine 6lock4ge perceptibns among black
. f

students aspiring to bThe collar or white 'collar.- leimi positions., -"Givori .
,
4

the limited numbers o blacks iti higher level *Mons,. Ole: may expect'
- . . , 4 ,. . ,_ .

L .
oho to collar aspi-antis to percei e greater overall blockage to the

- -

alt4inment of their ocupatiohal g ,Furthermore,recrutitment'to

white' col lar ocoupa ons is highly eni tive to indiiiduatatti.ibutes..
. , -,. . .. ,..

°such
---7-----

a- s ra.c1.e, sex, duc. a tioti,
.

and. pt e4.-indica tor§ 'of ""sozi al, respect- .., .
.

. dbil i ty" (Doeringer, 8. PiOre,,3.975)" iTherefore: differences tn,block:: *"...

.1 .- ' .

age perceptions betweet whjte4.0ollar ind blue collar aspirants maifk : ..

.,.
t

. -
most pronounced cOcerni.ng what Soll.e AN iLightseyr1975) have

4
. .

. , )

I i ,. . ..- - ,,.- .r
referred to as i'personhl" or "enabllng" blockage types, i.e. race; ' a

r
-

, I. , a /.. * I v
41,

iritelligence, iiboling,'money,, etc/

r -
RRESEARCHARCH DEIGN METHODS- . r.,

. ..

is

,

,. Jnaddressi;ng the questions we have posited;. we, will ,exAmjne.,data". , .

from 1252 black; sophomores enrti lied iii a cross section of South.
. ..r. , ..

- , I
. . . a

Carol' na'hilh schools. Data were tollhcted in 1973.as p(Irt, of -qDA- . ,V
, -. " ... /, , = ,..

CSRS -Regional Project--S-8l/(Development of ifuiliari .R4skirce j'otentials, * .

iif Rural,,Y0th114.4,the Sou h and t-he'ir tialt.ie-rrts' oi.tiObi*Tity)...' Stu.dents
. .I

: . & C
. I. 1 1 '

't completed sur4yey quespo naires in group's of.ei.therventire tenttpgilde
, . - .0 . -., . - i , .

.. . ' .',. I . . , .
a ;. .1 ' t' f . I

a

- -, 8
.

O 'it; ' ., - ,
,. .. -- - e ,:

. s .
... . .

.. : . 0
l , to, . it
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. .
classes, or,tenth grade English classes. Na o attempt WAS

,

made to contact ..

_ .- .
_

.

.. students wh o'were absent on thedaKof'the data collection-
1

,

. .,

- Acomparison of pecentage'distributionI'oorrelation coefficients
. . ar

,

(YUles' 0),.andchi-square'statistics will be used to anatyze differences
. ,

t. .
. .

,
.

.

L . . in the perceptions of occupational' blockage &tens among males and

. emales aspiring to, blue and white collar occupations. A factor

4

14 'AnAly0s will be reported to furthet identify blockage types. These

ypes will'be examined for each sex and aspiration group by. the use of
0

a series of difference of means' tests.

,STUDY PONLATION

Sixteen high schools in South Carolina were chosen in 1973 to be

representative of an originll randorsiImple of 26 schools in the state.

The original sample bad been drawn in 1966 as a part of Southern

Regional Project S-61:00f the 'sixteen 193 Schools; fourteen (those %.,

4,.

with bla.Rk enrollment) will be surveyed here. These schools include a
s.. . - :

. ,-7-,.,,,._

, .

variety of racier compositions, from 2 percent' to 95 percent Wrack
. , .

-0
.. .

enrollmbAt. They: locate in eleven counties from all parts of the
.

.. .

t

state. The sample is"tomprised of }252 black sophomores (606 males,

and 646 females). Appendices A and B further describe characteriSties

of the schools and'counties'Utilizedin this research.

L o

tSTUDY VARIABLES
A

' This anplysis wilexamide the following variables: sex,-
tio . .0

occupational aspiration, and the fin goal blockages speCified in the

.=:...1 text abdve.

Occupational.opirations.are coded using a modified Edward's
{

..I. scale in.response:to the foll6Wing question "If.ydu were completely
, .

I

A P
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free -to choose any job', what would you desire most as a lifetime job ?"

Response categories are collapsed. into "blue collar" and "white collar"
-

categories', to indicate low versus high levels of occupational'

.
..

aspiration, respectively. "ClerLical and sales 'workers" are included.

,
ink the b ire' collar category to distinguish females aspiring to these

..... . .
. ,

jobs vers\ those with more professional or managerial level aspirations.
x .

"Housewife" and "Nonearned income" ategories are deleted from the

analysis.

. :4' Goal Blockages includ4 a list of ten'itens (described) above),

which respondents rated in terms of this question: "How much effect

do you think each of the followirig things will have in keeping you
.

from getpng the job you desire?" Thus, these 'items were rated by

respondents as factors which may block the attainment of their

occupational aspirations (an attitude held previous to the respondent's

evaluation of the blockage effects). Responses,are coded using

categories: Very MUch, Much-, Some, and Not at all, and collapsed

into two categories i.e. Not at all' or Some Effect for the contingency \\_1

tables. only.

FINDINGS

Percentage Distributions and Correlations

Question 1: What items- do black youth '`perceive as inhibiting their
.

occupational ,attainment?

Table 1 reports a rank ordering (most perceived blockage to leait

perceived blockage) of the goal blockage factors under investigation. All

subsequent references to particular items by number correspond to thtfse

numbers assigned to items by rank order in Tables 1, 2; and 3..Zrer
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,

fifty percent of the sample perceived the following items as.bloqages

(in rank order):

`1. Lack of good job opportunities in or near the comniuniY.

2. Good jobs aregetting too scarce in the U.S.
.

3.. Not enough.monAy to go to technicalvschool or college.

4. Don't know enough about opportunities that exist.

5. Not smart enough.

The content of these items seems to indicate structural items '(1 and 2

ab4e) as those blockages most frequently perceived by these black.

students.,

An analyiis of the items by sex, reveals no difference between

. boys and girls in the rank ordering of the items, and very little

difference between sexes in the-actual percentages of those perceiving

the items Whave a clocking effect. Only.oneitem, "The schcols

have gone4o", .01kuced a ignificant difference, in the responses of

males and females, with more,males peweiving this item to be a

blockage than female,. Overall, hoivers sex-seed; to have a negli-
N

gible effect on theperception of the blocotoge items for thisasample.

When occupational.aspiraticins ve,inttigpced into the analysis
,r

(Table 2), some differences in the perception of certain blotkage

items among the groups being studies,,begn.to appear. A comparison
.. 4

of pereentages reveals some variation in perception of blockage items

betWeen blue and white collar aspirants, but only formaYest At both"
.

. levels of aspiration,*femalesIend to perceive blockantsimilarly.

Expectations that white dollar aspirants would perceive greater

"' overall blockage than blue collar aspirants are not supported by these

mar

. -

.
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data. Though differences are minimal for females, consistently it is

those aspiring to.blue collar occupations, that more frequetttly'perceive

each of the items as a blockage factor. For males, blue collar per-.

centaes are higher on 7 of the 101tems, and for females, 8. of the

10 items show greater blockage perception by blue collar Apirants:

Significant differences (at the .05 level) between aspiration levels

are displayed by males on four items: Not smart enough, no technical

schoolsor college nearby, schools attended, and don't want to move.

Thus, these data refute'our contention that white collar aspirants

perceive greiter blockage than blue collar aspii-ants,..

Question 2: Should goal blockage items be treated as a unidimensional

scale\4by blockage types?
.

Responses to these 10 items tend, to fall in two groups r, i.e.

those items for which a'similar response was elicited from all those

in the sample; and those items which elicited a differentibl response
. ,

from blue and white collar aspirants (Table'2). Four items (lack

. of good jobs in the community, good jobs' are scarce in the U.S. , lack

of money for schools, and no knowledge of opportunities) display no
.

significant differences between aspiratiop levels; they are seen As.,

the most dominant factors by all groups. The first two items concerning

job opportuqities, are unquestionably factors whtch can be considered
.1

"structural " -- outside or separate- from the individual and applying

equally within groups of peopl. "Lack'pf money for school" and 'NO

knowledge of opportupities° appear to have elements of both indivi-

'dualistic and structural blockage trypes.

With the exception.of item 7 (No technical school or coltegt

nearby), items -5 through 10 appearto be "inditidual" characteristics
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. 10 .-.V
-

and experiences. Each of these items exhibits a higher, and in 4

. . .

instances, a significant correlation coefficient between aspiration'
. .

. .. , e.
. .

and blockage perceptilvfor males. Those items include: Not smart

eno0h, my race, schools attended, don't want to move, and lark of

parents' interest.

'.Thusf in addition to conceptual implications, the data support

a similar Conclusion. The stability of responses to items 1, through 4

across sex and aspiration levels further' identifies a "structural"

blockage type which is universal for black youths and thus is perceived

equally by ,those sampled as inhibiting their occupational attilment.

As 'structural factors exist outside the individual,and affect groups

of people, not just individuals within such groups, we would expect
. . a.

V

minimal variation, in the pe?ceptions of these factors among individuals
.

within such , group. 4111 our case the group is black youth.
.

On the other hand individuqs within a group vary in personal.

characteristics, experiences, goals, Rtc. Therefore, we should expect

individualsappiring to low level occupations 'versus those aspiring

to higOk)evel'occupaiions to vary in perceptions of factors tapping

these personal dimensions. Again, the peterogenfety of to

,items 5 through 10 between those aspiring to blue and white collar

occupations supports the notion of an "individual" bloc,kage type.

.

Thui, two blockage 'types, individual and structural, are suggested

conceptually and by response patterns of,theie data. Similar response
. -

patterns were also found bySollie and Lightsey (1975) with structural
4 0

0

items perceived equally and personal litems perceived differeni tially

m
among racial groups. Individual experiences (schbols attended, Ti

.,,,,

. . ,,

r

)4,

st-

. .
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,

rents"interest) were not Considered "personal" itdils by Sollie

and Lightsey, but we will include these blOckave;items with those

considei.ed'"personalv agd_call the resultant blockage type -- individual.

t

The "enabling° blockage type which Sollie and Lighitey conceptualized

is nOt'svggested by these data.

Factor An'alysij._

s.

The primary focus of the above analysis; was texamine tbg ten
. )

g

igoal blockagetemisand
.

determine their relationships to sex ant-
.

asplration variables. The following analysis examines the inter-
.

relationships between these blockage items to verify empirically the

existence of the blockage-types suggested by the earlier analysis.

Based on our; comparison of percentages -and correlations, two....
,

.

, blockage types appear to exist 12 a structural ,type and'an indi:

vidual type. We further jxplored this obsefl4tioit with a factor

analysis to determine if any underlying factors exist for these sets

of,vat.:iables,

Using aneorthogorial procedure (varimax rotation), two factors

1

consistents with our previoUS. obsev rvations, were ide4tified (Table 3).
1

' We will call Factor l` an "Individua1.8lockage Type" as it includes

items that pertain to individual characteristics,and experiences

4

(intelligence,.desire.to move,
i
lack.of_parents' interest, schools

. .. . .

attended, lack of money for school, lack 9f knowledge of opportunities,
,

. .
.

and race). Factor loadings of .5 and over, which are considered to be
.'. ,

( .

.
.

good to excellent indicators of a flictor (Comreyo, 1973),.dCcur on 4 '',.'
.

.

_________of_thel ftents_loating,n_tfie_Individual,factor. Afery high loadings.

(.7 and .8) appear for variables--"Lack of good jobs in community" and.

14J
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"Good jobs are scarce in the U.S.°--on a second factor - which we will

call a "Structura4 Blockage Type", The f011owing items load at 3-

moderate levels-on both factors;: Money for schools, Knowledge of
. .

opportunities, race, and no, technical schools nearby. For the

purposes of the followiffg analysis, however, these items were included

in the factor fon, which their loading washighest. (See Table 3 for

variables included in etch factor).

This evidence s'ugge'sts that while not all.tge variables in the

analysis load significantly on one factor alone, two factors can be
A

identified.which indicatethe types-of goal blockage perceived by

these bIack_youth.. further, upon examining these factors, the com-

binations of variables with high. loading on each factor are indicative
1

of the two blockage types suggested by our earliet treatment of the i
.

. .

.

data
..
i.e. structural and individual blockage types.

...,

Difference of Means Tests

Question 4: If such types are identified, are there relationships.

between sex, occupational aspirations, and ea h of these

blockage types?

To further specify the relationships between sex, occu ational

rD

4 .

aspirations and each of the.blockagetypes, (identified by t e factor

analysis), a series of difference of means tests wasused. Mean scores for

perception ofi)lockage types were computed by a procedure of s coming

and weighting offactor items using factor scores. (See footno e 2

for further explanation of the computation of mean scores for tAckage

types.) A T test statistic was computed for sex and'each blockage

type (structural and individual),, and aspiration level and each

blockage type. -T-level of .05 was used to determine the signjficance -

-of these relationships.

-
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. .
t' ,

'.1
.

1S .

-. ;
. aig

Results were,consisieni 4iwith our-initia) interpretations based _on
. .. . ... . kpercentages and correlatipq '(fables 4 and 5). 'Neither.snor

... $
. 4 - ;

aspiration level produced siOificanikly different perceptions of ehe

structural blockage type. Additionally, males and feMales did not .
J

significantly differ in their evaluations cf.the individual blockage

type. However: a significant difference.(.0001 lavel) was displayed

."..,
between those aspiring to *Lie and white collar occupations concerning .-

. perceptions of individual blockages. A difference in mean scores for
.

. ..k-- , t

each of these aspiration groups indicates blue collar aspirants per4eive
.

greater blockage-to their occupational attainment by individualfactort

,than their peers aspiring to white collar positioni:

In answer to our third question, we conclude that there are no

signifiCant relationships between'sex'and perceptionsof either

cindividual or structural klgekaptypes, or between occupational

aspirations and the structural blodkage type. However, occupational

aspirations are significantly related to(perception of individual

blockage to attainment,-based on this sample of South.'Carolina black

students.

. Further, these findings substantiate our contention that a multi-_

.dimensional treatment of goal blockage cani.be usefullin assessing the

factors black youth perceive as.inhibitiog their occupationaleattainment.

.

By specifying particular blockage types, 4can e6erve differences

between groups which would not be apparent if a sin* scale of blockage

items had been used,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. What, items do black youth perceive as inhibiting their occupational

attainment?

A

v
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Al. --',A.strong.consiansus, on the aerell.rank order of the biocka6e

.
... A <

,iiegis.by
.

all SUbgroups of thi,i bla9k sophomore sample fs exhit;itedt
..

bythese data. T.io items,' 'Lack of good job opportunitiel in or near

my.community",,an "Good'jobs'are getting too scarce in the 0,S.:

are coinsistentlpindicated.as factOrs inhibiting occuPgtipnal 'attain-

went by over'70ipercent of the males, females, blue 'collar and white

collar aspirants. COncePtually, these items exist outside the indi-

vidual; they are a part of the social and economic. structure in which

'these people live. Thus, in view of the pessimistic situation faced

by black youth entering the labor market, these youth appear to

realistically assess the structural factors.which May block their

attainment .These data are similar to overall findings of Sollie

and Lightsey (1875) with structural items seen by all groups asthe

most dominant type of blcockage to occupational attainment.

Corroborating findings by Cosby and Picou (1974, we found males

aniLfeMales to have high aspirations, but yet, close to 70 percent'

of both groupS perceive "money to go to technical schools 'or college"
.."-''. . . . .

as block-ages to these occupational goals. As educational attainment

. is a strong indicator, of occupational, attainment, this iteMimay be a
, .

_very important lockage in the status attainment process of these black',.
,, .

youth.

Over411, seA and occupational aspirations did not' display strong
.

. .

effects on perceptions of goal blockages in'that the rank ordering o f

the. items remained virtually the Same for all subgroups,. male white

collar, male blue collar, female white collaN'and feMale blue collar.

aspirants. 'Percentages between 4roups differed, slightly for most

items, However, tbere appear some differences in a pattern we feel

1(3

L'
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is worth noting,'.whfch relateS to our teconaiqusstion concerning the

treatment of goal bl ockage items
- .

r

2. "-Shou)dgoal blockage be treated as a unidimensional scale or by

.

blockage types?

, 'While it was 'expected that white collar aspirants i'dbuld perceive

t'

.

greater- overall blockage than blue collar aspirants, thes4 data did

. not confirm such predictions. It was only for males and only relating
.

to Certain blocka4e items that any,si gni ficant differences between

4 '

aspirants .pf thd two levels occurred

'dikferences 'among' aspiration' levels ,

The items. which elicited

conceptually appear to pertain
.

to individual 5116aCteristics, and xperierteiv:(versus structural
t

.

items- which -are separate frail the individual and `pertain to groups):

. Further analysis using actor analysis. also suggested two underlyin0

dimensions or factors within this set of items. The items with 11401
. . ., .. . . ..

loadtng$ on each of 'the 't46 6CtorS that were identified, conceptually a .

adhered-to theblockage types suggested in our initial analysis of.:
, . , ,

the' e datastructural and individual. As the indiVtduaj blockage

4 m

geniis elicited differential 'from the groups ermined and.the
._

structural
1

items 'did inlaidnot, we.contend that goal blockage peroeption y.
v.

,not-keproperly Measured as a general unidimengional scale which ha$ ,

been the procedure in several path analytic models (Cosby & Falk: 1973;

Howell, Frese, and Sallie, 1977).

3. If such types are identified,

occupational aipcbliions,, and'

.

are. `there relationships between sek,.

,eachof these blockage types?
,

Upon examining differences in the Perceptions of.blockage types .

identified by the fictor analysis, the only. sigd ficant relationship

I
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among these variables appears between,otcDpational aspirations and the

individuallockage type,. The difference of means test shOws blue

collar" spiraptS to perceiVe greater "individual" goal- ockage to

their attainment than those aspiring to white collar positi.ons Our
\.

expectations that white.collar aspirants Would perceive greater

individual.goal blockage,than blue collar aspirants was refuted.
I

Sex and occupational aspirations show no relationship to the structural

bl9ckage type.
. .

The lack Of sex differences inn perceptions ofeither strUctural

or'indiVidual blockage

Attainment research on

- *
Clark, 1977). Debord,

may be attributable to

high school -student in

perceptiadis consistent with previous status

blacks (Treiman & Terrell, 1975; Debord, Griffin,

suggest that the lack o( sex differences
w

overriding influences-of dace - being a black

. .

a Southern 'school, These effects may transcend

those of malt/female categorizations made byself and others. Another

explanation provided by Treiman and Terrell Which may belapPlicable to

9pr data,is that similariiits'mtweep sexes in perceptions of blockage

to attainment may reflect moresimilar'labor market outcomes for
s' 1`-,.7 - - ,

.

black males and females Ag-compared to their whi'te counterparts. They

ipUnd greater homogeneity between black m'en and women in terms of

socioeconomic participation ad attainment than Among white men and

.women. As occupational outcomes for both sexes among' blacks are similar,-

we-should not be surprised that perceptions of blockages to these

. 'outcomes are similar for-both sexes as well, given students awareness

of these 'structural arrangements,

Finaljy,by treating goal blockage as two distinct types, we were
6

able to-distinguish differences in blockage perception among'this

a 4

IV
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group of black students hich night have gone unnoticedhad We used

a single scale measurement o£ this variable.

IMPLICATIONS, .: -.

In addition to the group differences demonstrated by .the usage

-

'

rof blockage types, the specification of structural versasindividual

blockage types may ,have some concerning tie definition

of occupitional aspirationstas, well as, the status attainment models

using theie variableS. The indicator that his been used to determine

blockage effects in these studies implies that the respondent has an

occupational gOal in mind and then, subsequent to this` identification,'

he/she assesses the blockage items. This ordering, is"theoretically

possible in relation to the structural blockage items whicii are

sepSYate'from his goals. However,if such an individual goal blockage

type exists (a'suggested by these dat04 can the individual realisti-

cally separate factors such as his race or intelligenceform his/her

goals or aspirations? Can aspirations be antecedent to these blockage
, .

vfactors,. or are they elements of tRe same variable?

In terms of our data, we ask why would more blle collar aspirants

see intelligence, desireo move, race, etc'. as blockages than thb

white 'collar aspirants whose accessibility to their desired occupations

sismore dependent on such factors? We would suggesttp.a possible.

explanation, that these "indOidual" blockage items are incorporated

into the respondent's choice of aspiration-Ithey.are a part)f his /her

ne6.-----)aspiration. Thus., those with more negative or'narrotl'icself perceptio

may choose lower or, blue collar occupational' goals, and those with

more postriye images of themselves may aspire to higher level occupations. .

, ID

t

4"
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. This interpreiation.is consistent with,Olekky and Be8ler's (1966) .

,

definition of ;'aspiration'" which includes -such an

,

individual (they

,v

call it "perso n" related) elemetor dirndl:4ton. Unfortunatelx, they'-

.

, m. ..

.

did not developthis element of 'aspirationitbher.than to lay peoples A,

.

differ biologically, psychologically, and in ;octal "attributes, in

terms of their goals and orientations:
,

The assessment of goal blockage as an intervening variable

-

between occupational aspirations and expectation has npt been

V'
A'possible explanation is that the Individual type of

blockagerperception as'an integral part of the individual'i

may include the "element of "realism" in this variable Ofthe model.

Thus, rio further owering of expedt ations throu4the blockage items

y
will occur, bedause it has already occurred atthe level of aspirations.

The model which assumT goal blockage to
. 4

occurantecedent to

aspfrations and expectations fanticfpapry goal deflection is more

plausible with:the time dimension we suggest, but the overal explained

101#11° ,

Se,

variance of this model is loW. Again, howeyer,.the distinction between

blockage types is not considered. The assumptions of this 7odel
fl.,

,

indicating independence between a goal blockage index, self/image,

/

and significance other influence, fail to acknowledge the possible;

relationship'betwee is ividual" blockage perceptions and
r

these variables.
/ -

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Thee data and their implications suggest that a mu4tidimensional

treatment of goal blockage is warranted and useful in terms of analyzing

factors which black youth perceive as inhibiting their occup.ational

attainment. Further research in this area would be helpful inAdetermining .

A

A .
.
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if these,blockage.t,ipes are,applicable to ,other gro**(w iitei, '

--.
. .

.

residence gnoups.:ag groUps;and,people from oth'er'iegions).. Also,,

the indlusion bf,othe items to itiVi.cOte'these bfocka6e types would '.

. ,
.

'. ' '
.- strengthen thejrval fe. i y. Moit impOrtanifi; the ro16 or.rolestof

I .
. \

- the g. blockage types in.. * -causal sequence of status attainment

.1

s

''
,

,

'',.. . -:-., must still be determined. 1
. ,

_

0-

.

- e One furtker note, the present socializatiO'n.midel Ofntattis

1 , it
' '- . \,\I

attainment have4 'proved h hly accurate forll,blacks'. It has been
4 i 4

,

suggested by some that. the ihc usion of structural type vpriables such
. . 0 \- ,

\ . .
,

as the structure of the labor market, discrjmination factors, or even
,

- I

.
s'T
e

1

II

.
.

institutional catagorizingwould t.!crease.the predictive power of
. .

these models Tor s4aJioroups. ,Our, data inditate that through blacks'
-.! .

, .

per9eptions of factors which affect their occupational attainment,

structural type factoes.have tremendounfluence on their attainment.
, ..

The inclusion of these types of Variables\s contextual influenc s
, .

.

as well as social psychologiCjl variables might be suggested based on
(. ,

the responses of thete South Carolina black yo th.

-s.

ti

ti
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FOOTNOTES

,. .
:,,_ 0 ,

.I-. Factofs Were extracted by a principal components method which
O .

.. ': %. . . .
'determines the best linear 'combination of the vartables. TO.is

sf

.-
".

.cOmbinatiooaCcounts for snore of the variance in the data as a
.

whole than any other:linear combination of the variables: Sub-.
8

seqttent components are the best linear combinations accounting for

ti

ti

Or. , '

the resqual variance after the tifrincip_al component is extracted,
.

, ..
and are orthogenal 4; thg. principal component intheach other.'

. : b

Factors with an eii-env.alue....of less. than 1.6 wer4e..not retained-1'
Do. . .- .

, - . 0 f .
A

by this prbcedure.

2, Group means were corpputed-bt--summ1ng'weiglitet1 Soires.on'each factor

variable iwgightect- by the ractor loadipsY-;,;:a4a..8,01 vidingthis, figure
..

hy thesum of the weights of theresponses fora each
s

Individual 'ikon 'scores were then ,summed and djitidediky.. the number
t V . .. e,

of respondents in the sex or occupational ,atpitation category;'
. , . v. 1

to arrive at a mean score for the group.- This score accounts, . -.. . .

1
.... -.- .:;:-..fai-omi-ising values. as Well' as the size of the'fg roup. .,

- ., , ..,
s ..

,. .1. .5
r,,,_

..
A, series of difference of.niq.. xis:tests was choisen over a.

. .
t_, ir .

- .,-4
4. two;-way analysis of variance due to .the,..unequascell .sizes whioh

.. 4- : . e V,
, ..

''
. would have ! p a * -interpretation ht'zardous 010 ock ,' 197a. 1

i-."---' -, . ' - ' . ' t ?
,

. 2 .

1:"

.

t' c:.: -to ..4,-
f ,..., . -,

.... .., ., .... . .... i ,:
6
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TABLE 1. Perception of Blockage Factors by Sex

41'.

Blockage Items
-

:- 1. Lack of good job opportunities in or near

mYOpmunity
i

2. Good 'jobs are getting too scafte in thi U. S. . 74%

3. Not enough money to go to- technical schoolor 73%
....

:`j- collegd .

4. Ocintt know enough about the opportunities that
exist .' .0. .

l'7:S
5. Not smart enough 53°'

f

6. . My race . 49%

7% No technical school or college nearby 46%

8. The sthools I have gone to '46%
.

9. Don't want to. move 39

10. Lack of parent's nterest 36%

65%

77%

4,
2x2 Table reloting'effectfilo effect to sex

;

-

Percent Perceiving Item'as BiOCkage Factor' 40.
Females Q.

c

** Chi sguaee significant at .0t level.
A

, 4

78% , -.03

77%

70% ,

-.10

-.07

4;

66% .03

54% .02

48% -.03

43%

40% - .12Iv:

39% -.003

31% -.12

A

%.

'AA
4

44
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1ABLE 2. Perception of Blockage Factors by Occupational Aspiration by Sex
v'e

Blockage Items

Percent Perceiving Item as a Blockage Factor
Males- . ____ Females N.

Blue Collar White Collar T Blue Collar White Collar II,

1. Lack of jobs in community .

2: Good jobs scarce in U. S.

3. Not enough money for school
. - .

4. Don't know of opportunities.

77.1

74.9

71.1

63.2

77.4

-272.9

7.35

66.0

.01

-.05

.06

. "OS

76.3 -

, 77.6

. 74.2

\-. 68.4.
1

5. 'Not smart enough ' 61.3 48.1 .-.26** 58.7

6. My race 52.7
. f 47.2 -.1l

). No technical) school nearby 54..0 41.7 -.24** 43.-6

8: Schools attended 52.9 41.5 -.25**- 42.1

- 9. Don't want to move 46.6 34.0 -.26** 39.2

10. Lack of parent's interest .. 1 38.3
..

-34.0 -.10 31.1 t

* '2x2 TAhle relating effect/no,effect to occupational aspiration

"
** Chi square significantat.05 level.

A

79.5 . .09'*

7745 .01

67.7 k -.16

64.7 %-.08

51.3 7.15

46.8 -.05

42.4 7.031

38.6 -.07

1 38.7 -.01

i 30.1 -.02

r,

t.;
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TABLE 3. Rotated Factor Pattern (Variinax Rotatioq

13lockage Items

./

Individual Factor Structural Factor

- - "

1. Lek of jobs in community

21 Good jobs scarce in U." S.

$'

3. Not gnough-money far.sshilpl

4.* Don't know of opportunities

5. Not smart enough

6. My race.
, r.

7. go.technical School nee*.

8 ' Schools attended

9. Don't want to move

10. Lack of parent's interest

* Loads highest on that factor

.001.25

.24110,

.49621*,

.46912*

.67D63*

.47450*

.40.918

.73538*

..55405*

.71680*

.84312*

.70438*

.26497

.44598

:22958

.37890'

.41645*

.12016

.14451.

.04718

,

°

0

""

4c0

0

_4_



TABLE 4. Difference of Means B4tween Sex and Individual and structural Blockage Types.

'Individual Blockage Type

Sex N ,lr

Males 568 1.79

Females 624 1.74

Structural Blockage Type

Sex . N X
(

Male 566 2.21

Female 620 ' 2.26

Co
_

Standard
Deviation

J 0.023

,0.023

ndard

eviation T , DF Prob (T)

T

1:7398

DF Prob (7)

1190 0.0822

0.751 1.0486 1184 .0.2946
.

0.737
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TABLE 5. Differences of Means Between Occupational Aspiration and Individual and StructUAl Blockage TYpes,

. Individual Blockage Type
.

.

CL

Occupational Aspiration
.

..,
N 3r

Blue Collar , 417 1.86

White Collar 775 1.72

Structural Blockage Type

Occupational Aspiration N X

Blue Collar 415 2.27

White Collar 771 2.22

a

Standard
Deviation T DF Prob (r)

.

0.623 3.9737 738 .0001 1

; . 0.526

STANDARD
4 DEVIATION - T DF Prot; (T)

"0.787 1.1072 1184 .2684

0.719
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APPENDIX A - 'Sample High 'School and Student Frequencies (1973)

County
No. of
Schools

.
,

No. of
Students`,

% of Total
School Enrollment

A 3 58
61

16

68

18%
22%
9%

33%

C 123 48%

1 179' 67%

E 2 33 37%
15 19%

1 163 43%

1 89 70%

I

1 3. 2%

I 1 231 75%

J 1
)

e 103 90;

. 1
-.

K 1 110 95%

T4 1252

V4
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APPENDIX B - Characteristics of Counties in Samples At&trding to 1970 .^S. Census per.centaces)
,

.

County'

IrA

B

% State
Population

-4...

4.1

9.6

C 1,2

D 0.8

E -1.9

F,, 2.7

G
0.3

F! 1.6

I 3 : 7

3 3.1

K 1.3

STATE 100

% Black

.

ural

% With Income
Below Poverty"

Person 2S Yrs.-at:0 0 r -

Median School Yrs.Co leted

. 18.1

31.5
.

59.1

18.2

, 12.8

I 19.4

10.0

i2.0
No

39,2, 67.2
(

26,4 9.4

59.4 82.9 31.2 9.0

28.0 57.6 11:2
.

. 10.3 -

24.9 70.6. 25.2 ' p0.4

60.3 160.0 33.9 9.3

9.9 -'2 70.0 ' 14.9 ' 9.2

54.9 . 81.0 , . 31.0 9:9

-,

41.7. 52.5 25.9 '10.9

60.9 90.0' 4.01. 9.0

I

30.4 52.4 19.0 10.5

41."0
g...; 0


